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The Flower Garden Coloring Book
Offers a collection of ideas for personalized greeting cards featuring traditional
paper embroidery techniques, showcases different patterns and inspirational
templates for each design, and includes diagrams to help with stitching.

The Art of Boutis
Dress 2 figures in 16 finely detailed costumes worn at folk festivals during the
late-19th and early-20th centuries in former republics of the Soviet Union.
Wardrobes include beautifully embroidered shawls, skirts, tunics, trousers, and
long coats from Russia, Estonia, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan.

Patchwork Quilted Bags
Dolii was chosen one day to make her sister's baby laugh. With the dubious help of
her pet goat, Dolii achieves this goal in a way which surprises everyone.

A Gardener's Journal
In this release from Annie's Attic you'll find an adorable collection of tiny animals
crocheted from size 10 cotton thread that will make everyone smile. Includes 15
cute 3- to 4-inch animal projects.

A Year in the Life of Sunbonnet Sue
The expressive-eyed furry friends depicted in the artistry of acclaimed illustrator
Kayomi Harai have a wonderful way of capturing hearts. Now her delightful felines
are even melting Santa's heart in this adorable Christmas coloring book. Kayomi
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presents dozens of festive yuletide kitties, ready to color with markers, colored
pencils, watercolors, or gel pens. She also provides many beautifully colored
finished examples, along with a handy guide to basic art techniques, from
patterning and combinations to shading and color theory. Each design is printed on
one side only of archival-grade, acid-free, 200-year paper. Each perforated page
detaches easily for gifting or display. If you love cats and you love Christmas, get
ready for hours of relaxing creativity.

Sunbonnet Sue Visits Quilt in a Day
DIVElegant, old-world jewelry with modern style. Working with world-famous
Swarovski crystal beads, author Laura McCabe creates luminous necklaces,
earrings, pendants, and rings for beaders of every skill level. The author provides
complete step-by-step instruction for 20 projects (10 for beginners) -- and presents
45 more in a photo gallery of design variations, teaching readers how to vary
colors and shapes to create custom effects. All 65 designs are made with only
three simple beadwork techniques: flat peyote stitch, tubular peyote stitch, and
spiral rope. Laura McCabe also provides a chapter on making decorative
embellishments, such as bezels, picots, berry clusters, and branch fringe. The
concise instructions are illustrated with easy-to-follow illustrations. Beaders of any
skill level can create their own high-end, boutique-style jewelry Goes beyond
stringing to teach readers three basic beadweaving techniques and principles of
design Only book on market endorsed by the worldÆs leading manufacturer of cutcrystal beads /div

Baltimore Bouquets
Full-sized drawings of 101 appliqué designs, a small drawing of each block, a
drawing of each block in a four block setting, and detailed instructions make this
extensive pattern collection the ideal resource for both beginning- and
intermediate-level quilters. Nancy Brenan Daniels has been teaching appliqué
classes at quilting events since 1975 and has drawn upon her experience to
answer the questions that quilters ask most often. Projects include Bouquet, Tiny
Flower, Sunny Day, Grape Wreath, Fanciful Butterfly, and Double Swag Rose. The
chapters cover making and using templates, supplies and tools, appliqué stitches
by hand and machine, and how to do reverse appliqué, among other topics.

Milanese Lace
The Celtic Tarot
The comprehensive guide provides the lacemaker with step-by-step instructions
and illustrations on the techniques which make up this type of lacemaking. Divided
into ten easy-to-follow sections, alternative methods of construction are closely
examined and explained. Bridget M. Cook begins with starts and edges, describing
the techniques of replacing threads and adding pairs, joinings, sewings,
connections and crossings. Additional information is provided on picots, tallikes
and venetian cords, plaits and braids. Other sections look at carrying pairs, raised
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work, corners, curves and holes, endings, moving work under construction and the
mounting of completed lace. Practical Skills in Bobbin Lace will help all lacemakers
to increase their repertoire of techniques.

New Designs, New Projects for Embroidery on Paper
Bonnets evoke the mystique of a bygone day. If you cherished paper dolls as a
child, these charming quilt block designs will bring back delightful memories.
Choose from 15 Bonnet Girls, their children, menfolk, and pets and create a family.
Depict movement and different scenes by simply changing the positions of
bonnets, arms, hands, and legs. More than 30 props - hats, parasols, flowers,
animals, and background settings - are interchangeable. Add lace, ribbons, beads,
cords, and tassels for a sparkling finish. Lend a sense of weather by quilting wind,
raindrops, snowflakes, or clouds. Included are more than a dozen background
quilting designs - all suited for traditional applique, redwork, and embroidery.

Pergamano Parchment Craft
Hardwearing yet beautiful, notable for its eye-catching designs and use of coloured
thread, Russian lace is now being brought to the attention of lacemakers in the
West.

Creating Crystal Jewelry with Swarovski
If you can sew, you can do boutis A sophisticated, stylish, and easy-to-master craft
20 projects featuring classic boutis needlecraft techniques Includes full-size pullout
patterns

Russian Lace Making
Superb treasury of 319 royalty-free designs skillfully rendered from French,
English, German, Swiss, and Russian textiles of 18th and 19th centuries. Profusion
of flowers, leaves, sprays, branches, fruits, and birds.

The Million Dollar Mermaid
Stunning artistic details in 31 vintage hand fans make these illustrations a
delightful challenge for adult colorists. The book also offers historical notes about
each image.

Embroidery on Paper for Cardmakers
Small Wonders
Founded in 1975 by working mother Eleanor Burns, the Quilt in a Day series
provides detailed instructions for making professional quality quilts in a fraction of
the time required by traditional techniques. The author takes a classic favorite and
makes it fast and easy to create with the innovative quick turn method and an iron
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on interfacing.

Sunbonnet Sue All Through the Year
Christmas coloring book and white christmas tree painting book for everyone who
loves santa claus, white christmas tree, reindeer, gifts or elves.Color the coloring
pages and color a wish or greeting card. santa coloring books for kids with lots of
designs of santa claus, reindeer, christmas tree coloring sheets, gift, elves, party
and snow.We have over 90 designs in six different themes:- Christmas trees- Santa
claus- Reindeer- Elves- Snowman- Christmas gifts

A Bountiful Life
Store-bought soft furnishings can be expensive and the choice is often limited but
with so many gorgeous designer fabrics on sale, there's never been a better time
to make your own. Sewing in No Time sets out 50 simple step-by-step projects
using nothing more than the most basic of sewing skills. Cosy and colourful scatter
cushions, stylish curtains and blinds, elegant table linen, handy storage bags and
baskets, a comfy cushion for a garden bench and even a funky play tent for the
kids to run riot in: these are just a few of the ideas that Emma Hardy has designed
using readily available fabrics and trims. Illustrated throughout using specially
commissioned photographs and easy-to-follow step-by-step diagrams, Sewing in
No Time is the perfect book for people who are big on ideas but short of time.
Whether your home is a traditional country cottage or a modern warehouse-style
apartment, you're sure to find plenty of ideas to inspire you.Emma Hardy is a
stylist and designer who has worked on various lifestyle and interiors magazines,
including Country Homes & Interiors and Marie Claire.

More Making Books By Hand
A legendary film star offers her perspective on life during Hollywood's Golden Age,
chronicling her youthful idealism, her training to be a star, and her own
tempestuous personal life.

101 Appliqué Blocks
Young couple -- each with 15 full-color costumes -- model two centuries of
American wedding fashions, from Empire look of early 1800s to simple elegance of
1980s.

Santa's Furry Helpers Coloring Book
Contains easy-to-follow instructions for 24 blocks - two blocks for each month - that
allow you to mix and match designs. This title includes directions for making each
block, and pullout applique patterns. It has tips for using embellishments, adding
framing and sashing strips, and finishing your quilt.

Murder Is Easy
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Patchwork Quilted Bags helps you create unique bags that put a little charm into
your wardrobe. Full-sized quilting patterns and step-by-step instructions for 19
different projects, along with techniques for assembling the perfect patch, make
this quilting book ideal for novice and practiced crafters alike. Projects range in
size from large totes to small pouches in a zakka vein. With Patchwork Quilted
Bags you can make: A bird-themed travel bag An elegant lace-rimmed bucket bag
A colorful clasp purse A round bag/basket A fold-away eco bag A baby bag with
bottle "cozy" Adorable animal-themed totes A Union-Jack themed pouch And more!
This colorful and user-friendly quilting book shows you lots of creative ways to use
every type of patch from squares to yoyos, and every type of print from florals to
newsprint. Pages showcasing different patchwork quilts add inspiration for mixing
traditional and contemporary forms. It's the perfect way to have fun with fabric and
make a practical work of art.

Bonnet Girls
Using just a piercing tool, needle and thread, a whole range of beautiful patterns
can be made for all occasions. In this practical and inspirational guide, Erica
Fortgens shows how easy it is to create cards, frames, bookmarks, and gift tags.
Embellishing her projects with metallic threads, embossing, beads, and ribbons,
she offers an exciting guide packed with fresh and original ideas. By simply
following the patterns you can embroider flowers, leaves, animals, butterflies,
party and wedding motifs, borders, and more.

Creative Haven Vintage Hand Fans Coloring Book
Peek inside the teeny-tiny world of Italian quiltmaker Serena Boffa Soda, a place
where petite pleasures abound! Study these sweet quilts with their fast-to-fuse
appliques (we promise!) and you'll discover delightful details upon a closer look: *
Thumbnail-high houses complete with doors and windows * Itty-bitty pumpkins
ready to harvest *Mini sheep grazing in a mini meadow *Laundry hung on a pintsize clothesline *Birds the size of sunflower seeds taking flight Only basic sewing
and embroidery skills are needed, and these pages are packed with how-to for
every step (so don't sweat the small stuff!). As you stitch, you'll learn what Serena
knows to be true: it's the little things that make all the difference.

Sewing in No Time
Create an heirloom quilt by using traceable line patterns for 20 floral bouquets.
Step-by-step directions show you how to applique each block and border.

Bride and Groom Fashion Paper Dolls
This book will introduce you to the art of miniature crocheted Teddy Bears from
thread. This is a relatively new trend in bear making. These are miniature
crocheted and fully jointed teddy bears made with lots of tiny crochet stitches
using a variety of threads or thin yarns. Some of them show off the crochet stitches
and the ones made from mohair or acrylic yarn can be brushed for a wonderful
fuzzy look. These bears are not toys, they are wonderful woks of art for teddy
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bears collectors. I have included in this book six patterns. They are my own
creations. The first two are very easy: the bears have straight arms and legs. The
next two have bent arms, and the last two are a little more complicated. Each of
these patterns will add to your knowledge and enjoyment of the art of thread teddy
bears. The instructions are easy to follow, each pattern has a diagram to assemble
the bear and color photographs of the finished bear.

Itty Bitty Animals
A paper doll of a little Mexican girl, with various cut-out outfits you can fit over her.

The Art of Thread Crochet Bears
A quiet English village is plagued by a fiendish serial killer in Queen of Mystery
Agatha Christie’s classic thriller, Murder is Easy. Luke Fitzwilliam does not believe
Miss Pinkerton’s wild allegation that a multiple murderer is at work in the quiet
English village of Wychwood and that her local doctor is next in line. But within
hours, Miss Pinkerton has been killed in a hit-and-run car accident. Mere
coincidence? Luke is inclined to think so—until he reads in the Times of the
unexpected demise of Wychwood’s Dr. Humbleby.…

Little Mexican Girl Paper Doll
Combines instructions for the latest designs with coverage of new materials, in an
embroidery pattern-complemented guide that explains how to embellish cards
based on florals, animal motifs, geometrical shapes, and other themes with a
range of decorative notions. Original.

101 Ideas for Embroidery on Paper
Karen Mowery presents her version of the infa mous Bird of Paradise quilt top.
Karen's version has been beautifully constructed to replicate the original quilt. The
personal story of the original quilter remains a mystery, which Karen has
attempted to unravel.

Inspired by Tradition
Color in each page as Melanie Martinez's fictional character Cry Baby takes you on
her journey into becoming more comfortable in her skin. Parental Advisory Explicit
Content

Russian Folk Costumes Paper Dolls
Ms. Saito, a distinguished quilt artist, teacher and author in Japan, is most often
known for her beautiful quilt designs. In fact, she is a master at many different
handwork crafts. In this book, Ms. Saito has created embroider patterns for 120
original designs. She often combines the embroideries with appliqué and quilting to
create what she calls "patchwork embroidery". Like all of her work, these designs
are equally detailed and unique. In addition to the 120 embroidery designs, she
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includes 20 "patchwork embroidery" projects that include bags, wall hangings,
keepsake boxes and more.

Dolii
This must-have book for newcomers to the popular art of bookmaking teaches all
the basics and features easy and interesting projects that allow self-expression and
experimentation. More experienced bookmakers and paper enthusiasts will also
note that it offers a wealth of practical tips and techniques in one handy resource.
All the basic bookmaking techniques include lots of specialized tips. Simple book
structures, miniature books, and a wide variety of projects that highlight themes
such as travel, music, even wearable books -- a book necklace and earrings -provide creative variations on traditional ideas. The authors share innovative,
unique, and previously unpublished binding structures that incorporate scrolls,
flaps, folders, and more. In addition, some book projects are made from unusual
materials or found objects, such as a book out of a ukulele, a real accordion book,
a book diorama in a cigar box, and other experimental creations.

Hardanger for the Horrified
This pack, including a paperback book and 78 cards, is an inspired and superlative
blending of Celtic art and Tarot wisdom.

Traditional Floral Designs and Motifs for Artists and
Craftspeople
Quilters can't get enough of Kay Mackenzie's appliqué designs. In this elegant
follow-up to Easy Appliqué Blocks, she presents 50 all-new designs with traditional
appeal, such as Whig Rose, Pineapple, and Fleur-de-lis. The bonus CD features
each block in five sizes, from 6" to 12". No need to enlarge - just print the size you
need. See a color photo of each block design stitched in fabric, plus a line drawing
for tracing Find all designs on the CD both regular and reversed for hand or fusible
appliqué Discover Kay's tips for enjoyable hand and fusible machine appliqué

Christmas Coloring Book Santa Claus Coloring Pages
Using today's exciting fabrics, quilting experts Christine Porter and Darra
Williamson give Sunbonnet Sue a wonderfully updated look. Find 12 small quilts
featuring different themes, one for each month of the year Enjoy full-sized pattern
pieces and fast-and-easy fusible applique Discover fun embellishing tips with each
project

120 Original Embroidery Designs
Thirty full-page, realistic images of flowers, birds, butterflies, and other wonders of
nature that lie just beyond the doorstep: seasonal gardens, cactus plants, edible
flowers, and other lovely samples.

Cry Baby Coloring Book
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From fabulous feathers on a peacock's tail, and shimmering scales in a mermaid's
undersea kingdom, to luscious lace designs and spectacular stained glass windows
- there's something for everyone to colour in this book! The perfect gift for girls
who delight in detail. From the publishers of the bestselling The Girls' Glorious
Colouring Book (9781780552309). ♥

The Girls' Fabulous Colouring Book
This book features over 15 original parchment craft projects to make, including
flower posies, lampshades, greetings cards and gift boxes.

Practical Skills in Bobbin Lace
Using these magnificent instructions and patterns, create beautiful decorated
braids like those used in early Milanese lace. Sew both traditional and modern
pieces, and experiment with new ideas while you increase your skill.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
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